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Corporate Governance

2014-04-11

this book brings together a representative collection of perspectives on the way how corporate governance
is being aligned with the social responsibility of an organization and the accountability of its management
both in large corporations and in medium sized businesses examples are given from various industries and
branches as well as from different countries and regions across the globe all examples are commented and
explained in detail written by a group of selected academic teachers this book is suitable for adoption as a
resource for a case driven approach to teaching corporate governance courses at an upper undergraduate or
graduate level

Corporate Governance and International Business

2005

school governance is a complex and sometimes emotional topic this book helps schools and their boards
towards best practice it provides a useful guide for board members administrators and faculty

Governance in International Schools

2006

this book explores the concepts of sustainability and governance in relation to the governance of
corporations hence the ubiquity of the term corporate governance and other bodies it examines how these
concepts are regularly used by politicians and by the media the two concepts are however largely treated
as being separate and discrete and given equal coverage the argument in this book is that the two concepts
are inter related and that good governance is a prerequisite for sustainability the focus of the book therefore
is different from most as it seeks to integrate these two important issues the approach used in this book is
based on the tradition of the social responsibility research network a worldwide body of scholars that over
its 20 year history has sought to broaden the discourse and to treat all research as inter related and business
relevant the book examines diverse aspects of the changes to corporate and institutional behaviour that
have recently manifested by focusing on these two aspects of sustainable development thus the authors
explore engagement and partnership between organisations in order to consider the extent to which the
focus has changed so much that we need to think about new approaches to our understanding of
sustainability and differing effects in practice the international mix of authors makes this an original
contribution sharing some of the best ideas from around the world

International Corporate Governance

2020-08-19

the establishment of good governance is a major challenge for the developing world along with the need to
sustain the progress resulting from developmental efforts although there are numerous studies on the
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development and governance of emerging nations few volumes make a serious effort to bring together
these two critical concepts international development governance combines the two concepts development
and governance by examining the issues and problems faced by nations in their attempts to establish
sustainable governance this textbook also initiates discussions on the concept of development governance in
an international context the book fills the gap in existing literature by drawing upon the experience and
expertise of scholars from a broad spectrum of knowledge their views explain the issues and problems with
reference to a number of tools that could establish development governance and sustain it the text offers in
depth examinations of developmental sectors resulting in a textbook that will inspire future public officials
policy makers and consultants to contribute to the betterment of life for citizens of developing countries

Governance and Sustainability

2017-09-25

evolving stories of governance and change are being written into the emerging custom and practice of all
kinds of organizations today whether they are global or domestic startup or blue chip corporate or
government agency changing ways of doing business are not new nor is globalization of business but the
velocity and trajectory of both are rapidly accelerating beyond those seen in previous times there are
increasing concerns and challenges for the boards of directors and other governance systems and processes
they are intended to ensure good stewardship of the diverse organizations in the period following the
global nancial crisis responsible governance aims to challenge assumptions and present current debates for
readers grounding the critical issues or descriptions in relevant historical and social contexts as well as
suggesting ways forward dr tom cockburn obtained his rst degree with honors from leicester university
england both his mba and doctorate were gained at cardiff university wales tom is associate fellow of the
new zealand institute of management and is currently director policy for the center for dynamic leadership
models in global business and a senior associate of the leadership alliance inc headquartered in canada

International Development Governance

2015-01-26

featuring a diverse and impressive array of authors this volume is the most comprehensive textbook
available for all interested in international organization and global governance organized around a concern
with how the world is and could be governed the book offers in depth and accessible coverage of the
history and theories of international organization and global governance discussions of the full range of state
intergovernmental and nonstate actors and examinations of key issues in all aspects of contemporary global
governance the book s 50 chapters are arranged into 7 parts and woven together by a comprehensive
introduction to the field separate section introductions designed to guide students and faculty and helpful
pointers to further reading international organization and global governance is a self contained resource
enabling readers to better comprehend the role of myriad actors in the governance of global life as well as
to assemble the many pieces of the contemporary global governance puzzle
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Responsible Governance

2016

this book discusses the above mentioned topics from a multidisciplinary perspective

Governance by International Public Administrations?

2013-10-15

thomas clarke s international corporate governance offers a comprehensive guide to corporate governance
forms and institutions and examines the recurring crises in corporate governance and the resulting
corporate governance reform around the world while the popular structure of the original text has been
retained significant changes have been made to take account of the global financial crisis ever changing
regulations and worldwide governance developments key topics include the governance failures of
international corporations such as enron and lehman brothers diversity in corporate and institutional forms
across the world the role of international corporate governance standards digital disruption in capital
markets and proposals for rebuilding commitment to long term investing the impact of financialization and
corporate governance practices on increasing inequality the links between corporate governance corporate
social responsibility and sustainability this textbook contains a wealth of pedagogical material to guide the
reader through this complex subject including student questions to help with assessments and a new
companion website there are also thirteen forensic case studies which scrutinize the governance failures
seen at rbs ubs bp volkswagen and many other international corporations international corporate
governance will be an essential text for anybody studying corporate governance at the advanced
undergraduate master s or executive level

International Organization and Global Governance

2014-11-14

international corporate governance provides a thorough introduction to the state of the art of corporate
governance research and practice it covers a wide range of topics including corporate control regulation
behavioural issues and the role of stakeholders in corporate governance the text not only reflects the
multidisciplinary nature of corporate governance but it also adopts an international perspective by
highlighting the major differences in corporate control and corporate governance practice across the world
while rigorous the text avoids needless jargon and uses language that is accessible to a wider audience it also
makes a critical assessment of current regulation practice and research findings

Governance and International Legal Theory

1994

the third edition of this widely used anthology has been thoroughly updated to reflect the current concerns
of the global system peacekeeping and collective security finance and trade and social and humanitarian
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issues are among the key topics covered

International Corporate Governance

2017-05-03

this is the third of five ambitious volumes theorizing the structure of governance above and below the
central state this book is written for those interested in the character causes and consequences of
governance within the state this book sets out a measure of authority for seventy six international
organizations ios from 1950 or the time of their establishment to 2010 which can allow researchers to test
expectations about the character sources and consequences of international governance the international
organizations considered are regional e g the eu andean community nafta cross regional e g commonwealth
of nations the organization of islamic cooperation and global e g the un world bank wto firstly the book
introduces carefully constructed estimates for the scope and depth of authority exercised by international
governments the estimates are unique in their comparative scope their specificity and time span secondly
it describes describe broad trends in io authority by comparing delegation and pooling over time across ios
and across decision areas thirdly it presents the evidence gathered by the authors to estimate international
authority by carefully discussing forty seven international organizations and showing how their bodies are
composed what decisions each body makes and how they make decisions transformations in governance is a
major new academic book series from oxford university press it is designed to accommodate the impressive
growth of research in comparative politics international relations public policy federalism environmental
and urban studies concerned with the dispersion of authority from central states up to supranational
institutions down to subnational governments and side ways to public private networks it brings together
work that significantly advances our understanding of the organization causes and consequences of
multilevel and complex governance the series is selective containing annually a small number of books of
exceptionally high quality by leading and emerging scholars the series targets mainly single authored or co
authored work but it is pluralistic in terms of disciplinary specialization research design method and
geographical scope case studies as well as comparative studies historical as well as contemporary studies and
studies with a national regional or international focus are all central to its aims authors use qualitative
quantitative formal modeling or mixed methods a trade mark of the books is that they combine scholarly
rigour with readable prose and an attractive production style the series is edited by liesbet hooghe and gary
marks of the university of north carolina chapel hill and walter mattli of the university of oxford

International Corporate Governance

2012

this book investigates the impact of diverse cultures on the development and actualization of global
economic entities exploring advanced methods and best practices for the effective utilization and
management of financial organizations within a globalized political context provided by publisher

International Corporate Governance

2005
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as the demand and necessity for greater international and transnational cooperation increase the
bureaucratic bodies of international organizations are receiving ever more scholarly attention however the
relevance of international public administrations ipas for global policy making remains neither empirically
nor theoretically well understood and yet little systematic knowledge is available about the influence
international bureaucracies may have on policy making what makes international bureaucracies influential
are the sources of their influence on policy making comparable to that of national public administrations is
there a need to reflect on other factors than known from the analysis of national bureaucracies or for re
assessing the impact of traditional factors of influence in multilevel constellations is there a systematic link
between intra organizational structures and the behavior of the personnel of international bureaucracies and
the policy output of their organizations what are the effects of international bureaucracies role for particular
policies or policy constellations the different contributions in this volume address these questions from
different conceptual perspectives and focus on different tools of administrative governance this book was
originally published as a special issue of the journal of european public policy

The Politics of Global Governance

2017-08-04

this book offers a major new theory of global governance explaining both its rise and what many see as its
current crisis the author suggests that world politics is now embedded in a normative and institutional
structure dominated by hierarchies and power inequalities and therefore inherently creates contestation
resistance and distributional struggles within an ambitious and systematic new conceptual framework the
theory makes four key contributions firstly it reconstructs global governance as a political system which
builds on normative principles and reflexive authorities second it identifies the central legitimation
problems of the global governance system with a constitutionalist setting in mind third it explains the rise
of state and societal contestation by identifying key endogenous dynamics and probing the causal
mechanisms that produced them finally it identifies the conditions under which struggles in the global
governance system lead to decline or deepening rich with propositions insights and evidence the book
promises to be the most important and comprehensive theoretical argument about world politics of the 21st
century

Measuring International Authority

2013-10-31

in this book oran young extends and generalizes his earlier work on international environmental regimes
to present a comprehensive account of the current status and future prospects of regime theory as a way of
thinking about governance in world affairs young organizes his assessment around two overarching issues
the first emphasizes the idea that regimes are dynamic systems an understanding of regime formation is
thus a springboard for inquiries into the effectiveness of these arrangements once they become operational
and into the processes through which regimes change over time the second stresses the importance of
fostering a dialogue between scholars who espouse distinct ways of thinking about international institutions
the collective action perspective arising from the fields of economics and public choice and the social
practice perspective associated with the fields of sociology and anthropology within this framework the
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book offers cutting edge contributions regarding the tasks institutions perform the effectiveness of regimes
institutional change and linkages among distinct regimes

Globalization and Governance in the International Political Economy

2017-03-02

this book is about the relationship between corporate governance regimes and labour management it
examines how finance and governance influence employment relationships work organization and
industrial relations by means of a comparative analysis of anglo american european and japanese economies
the starting point is the distinction widely found in the corporate governance business systems and political
economy literature between countries dominated by shareholder value conceptions of corporate
governance and those characterized by stakeholder regimes by drawing on a wide range of countries the
book is able to demonstrate the complexities of corporate governance arrangements and to present a more
precise and nuanced exploration of the linkages between governance and labour management each country
based chapter provides an analysis of the evolution and key characteristics of corporate governance and then
links this to labour management institutions and practices the chapters cover the united states united
kingdom japan australia france germany italy netherlands and spain with each written by a leading
academic expert in the field by providing a historical review of the evolution of national systems the
contributors provide judicious evaluations of the current state and future direction of national governance
and labour relations systems overall the book goes beyond the complementarities between governance and
labour management systems identified in recent literature and attempts to identify causal relationships
between the two it shows how labour management institutions and practices may influence finance and
corporate governance systems as well as vice versa the contributions to this book illuminate current debates
about the determinants of corporate governance the convergence of national varieties of capitalism and the
impact of corporate governance on managerial behaviour the book highlights the complexities of corporate
governance systems and refines the distinction between market outsider and relational insider systems

Governance by International Public Administrations

2018-03-09

this book analyzes the state of global governance in the current geopolitical environment it evaluates the
main challenges and discusses potential opportunities for compromise in international cooperation the book s
analysis is based on the universal criteria of global political stability and the un framework of sustainable
development by examining various global problems including global economic inequality legal and political
aspects of access to resources international trade and climate change as well as the attendant global economic
and political confrontations between key global actors the book identifies a growing crisis and the pressing
need to transform the current system of global governance in turn it discusses various instruments
measures and international regulation mechanisms that can foster international cooperation in order to
overcome global problems addressing a broad range of topics e g the international environmental regime
global financial problems issues in connection with the energy transition and the role of brics countries in
global governance the book will appeal to scholars in international relations economics and law as well as
policy makers in government offices and international organizations
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A Theory of Global Governance

2018-05-31

this volume advances understanding of the significance of the city in global governance demanding
innovation in international relations theory a rich assortment of case studies adds breadth to theorizing of
the role sub national political actors play in global affairs each of the eight case studies demonstrates different
intersections between the local and the global and how these intersections alter the conditions resulting
from globalizing processes

Governance in World Affairs

2004-10-07

the challenges of global governance the theoretical foundations of global governance foundations of the
pieces of global governance the united nations centerpiece of global governance regional organizations
nonstate actors ngos networks and social movements the role of states in global governance the search for
peace and security promoting human development and economic well being protecting human rights
protecting the environment innovations in global governance for the twenty first century

Corporate Governance and Labour Management

2019-09-03

advances in financial economics vol 20 is peer reviewed and focusses on international corporate governance

Global Governance in Transformation

2011

a beautifully illustrated textbook of the history theory and current state of international organizations
which increasingly oversee aspects of international affairs and the world s transition to a new global order
this new and timely textbook recounts the historical and theoretical development of the international
system in a lively analysis o

Cities and Global Governance

2010

international public servants and their far reaching secretariats receive little press attention when nation
states take the spotlight in significant international events which is why author john mathiason and others
commonly refer to them as invisible but secretariats activities are constantly shaping the course of history
with inspectors determining whether uranium enrichment in iran is for peaceful purposes maintaining
surveillance on a possible bird flu epidemic the world health organization raising alarms about starvation in
zimbabwe the world food programme or passing judgment on former heads of state and military officers in
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the balkans the united nations war crimes tribunal having served as a member of the united nations
secretariat for 25 years author john mathiason offers a unique behind the scenes view taking readers
through of the life and duties of an international public servant through personal accounts and extensive
knowledge of a variety of international organizations mathiason covers the implications of being an
influential but invisible entity he charts the difficulties in documenting scope and accountability the issues
such as disarmament human rights and environmental protection that he encountered while serving at the
secretariat and charts the history of these dynamic and expansive entities present in every crucial event of
the past century by looking at the international public sector as an actor in its own right invisible
governance provides a new perspective on the workings of the international system and tools and
approaches for ensuring that the system works effectively and with accountability

International Organizations

2018-11-01

as one of the most innovative and influential thinkers in international relations for more than three decades
robert o keohane s groundbreaking work in institutional theory has redefined our understanding of
international political economy consisting of a selection of his most recent essays this absorbing book address
such core issues as interdependence institutions the development of international law globalization and
global governance the essays are placed in historical and intellectual context by a substantial new
introduction outlining the developments in keohane s thought and in an original afterword the author
offers a challenging interpretation of the september 11th attacks and their aftermath undoubtedly this book
is essential reading for anyone with an interest in international relations

International Corporate Governance and Regulation

2018-10-08

a 28 nation overview of corporate governance the system by which companies are directed controlled and
evaluated in their relations with shareholders lenders and other stakeholders in business and the public at
large international contributors describe the state of each country s governance laws and practices with
details of international co

The Architecture Of Global Governance

2007

this book is based on the findings conclusions and recommendations of the global space governance study
commissioned by the 2014 montreal declaration that called upon civil society academics governments the
private sector and other stakeholders to undertake an international interdisciplinary study the study took
three years to complete it examines the drivers of space regulations and standards key regulatory problems
and especially addresses possible improvements in global space governance the world s leading experts led
the drafting of chapters with input from academics and knowledgeable professionals in the public and
private sectors intergovernmental organizations and nongovernmental organizations from all the regions of
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the world with over 80 total participants this book and areas identified for priority action are to be
presented to the un committee on the peaceful uses of outer space and it is hoped will be considered
directly or indirectly at the unispace 50 event in vienna austria in 2018 the report a collective work of all
the contributors includes objective analysis and frank statements expressed without pressure of political
national and occupational concerns or interest it is peer reviewed and carefully edited to ensure its accuracy
preciseness and readability it is expected that the study and derivative recommendations will form the basis
for deliberations and decisions at international conferences and meetings around the world on the theme of
global space governance this will hopefully include future discussion at the un committee on the peaceful
uses of outer space

Invisible Governance

2003-09-02

this book addresses conflicts involving different normative orders what happens when international law
prohibits behavior but the same behavior is nonetheless morally justified or warranted can the actor
concerned ignore international law under appeal to morality can soldiers escape legal liability by pointing
to honor can accountants do so under reference to professional standards how in other words does law relate
to other normative orders the assumption behind this book is that law no longer automatically claims
supremacy but that actors can pick and choose which code to follow the novelty resides not so much in
identifying conflicts but in exploring if when and how different orders can be used intentionally in doing
so the book covers conflicts between legal orders and conflicts involving law and honor self regulation lex
mercatoria local social practices bureaucracy religion professional standards and morality

Power and Governance in a Partially Globalized World

2004

this edited collection evaluates international and regional approaches to global governance problems
exploring solutions offered by the eu

The Handbook of International Corporate Governance

2017-10-02

this timely new title examines the importance and impact of major international organizations and their
role in global governance international organizations in world politics focuses on the most influential ios
including the united nations world bank international monetary fund and world trade organization for each
organization author tamar gutner describes their birth and evolution governance structure activities and
performance a second chapter on each organization presents a case study that illuminates the constraints and
challenges each io faces regional organizations and issues are also examined including the european union
and the euro crisis as well as a case study on the african union s peace operations
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Global Space Governance: An International Study

2013-04-22

mysearchlab provides students with a complete understanding of the research process so they can complete
research projects confidently and efficiently students and instructors with an internet connection can visit
mysearchlab com and receive immediate access to thousands of full articles from the ebsco contentselect
database in addition mysearchlab offers extensive content on the research process itself including tips on
how to navigate and maximize time in the campus library a step by step guide on writing a research paper
and instructions on how to finish an academic assignment with endnotes and bibliography international
organization and global governance presents a variety of seminal studies that address the organization of
international politics how international affairs are governed and how variations in international forms
influence international relations international organization and global governance also features some of the
most important contemporary scholarship in the field

Normative Pluralism and International Law

2018-09-06

major changes in public libraries throughout the world have led to an increased focus on governance issues
forging successful futures for public libraries depends on effective governance this book defines governance
and examines its many facets in relation to public library provision internationally differentiating
governance from the policies processes and practices of public libraries the perspectives of leaders
practitioners researchers decision makers and service users are presented offering a variety of views from
the past the present and potential approaches in the future decision making and the roles of decision makers
involved in governance are explored prominent figures from the public library community throughout
the world have contributed their knowledge and experience wicked problems facing the public library
sector are identified and the varying approaches adopted internationally to deal with them are outlined
there are many practitioner and professional practice issues associated with provision of libraries and views
on library usage and delivery vary according to user and practitioner standpoints globally diverse content
provides directions for the future development of public libraries and for dealing with the emerging
challenges facing the library world

Globalisation and Governance

2016-01-29

a number of distinguished international figures discuss the leadership challenges facing the international
community with reference to globalisation the united nations peaceful resolution of disputes public policy
in the united states and elsewhere they address these issues from their own cultural perspectives ranging
from south africa the united states to japan the middle east and latin america within the context of
leadership challenges that they personally experienced contributors oscar arias hassan bin talal george bush
jimmy carter harlan cleveland alvaro de soto jan egeland paul findley boutros boutros ghali mikhail
gorbachev harriet mayor fulbright yukio matsuyama shimon peres adel safty cornelio sommaruga and
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desmond tutu

International Organizations in World Politics

2008-12

the european union is a key participant in international organisations with its involvement taking different
forms ranging from full membership to mere observer moreover there is also not only one status of
observer but different ones depending on the constituent charters of the organisations this book provides a
comprehensive overview of the participation of the eu in five international organisations the un the ilo the
wto the who and the wipo it identifies its role and influence in diverse areas of global governance such as
foreign policy peace human rights social rights trade health and intellectual property eu and international
experts diplomats and scholars have contributed to this book to give an overview of the different aspects
linked to the participation of the eu in these organisations and to the coordination that takes place internally
with its member states they also examine the eu s actual influence in the various areas and its contribution
to global governance the combination of these two dimensions allows the work to identify the strengths
and weaknesses of the participation of the eu in these five international organisations the book provides
valuable insights for scholars policymakers and is useful for representatives of other international
organisations and civil society actors

International Organization and Global Governance

2020-09-07

initial public offerings ipos are unique economic and governance events as privately held firms issue
common stock or shares to the public for the first time the governance issues surrounding ipos are
relatively unexamined compared to more established and usually larger firms as such they provide a
unique context to study corporate governance and its development around the world based on a
collaborative international research project this book analyses the corporate governance of ipos in twenty
one countries each of which is characterized by different governance environments and different levels of
ipo activity the end result is a broad and deep assessment of governance practices and ipo activity for an
array of economies that represent roughly 80 percent of the global economy these chapters collectively
provide new insights into what a global theory of corporate governance might look like and offer guidance
to policy makers and academics regarding national governance configurations

Public Library Governance

2003-05

a pdf version of this book is available for free in open access via tandfebooks com as well as the oapen library
platform oapen org it has been made available under a creative commons attribution non commercial no
derivatives 3 0 license and is part of the oapen uk research project structures and processes occurring
within and between states are no longer the only or even the most important determinants of those
political economic and social developments and dynamics that shape the modern world many issues
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including the environment health crime drugs migration and terrorism can no longer be contained within
national boundaries as a result it is not always possible to identify the loci for authority and legitimacy and
the role of governments has been called into question civil society anf international governance critically
analyses the increasing impact of nongovernmental organisations and civil society on global and regional
governance written from the standpoint of advocates of civil society and addressing the role of civil society
in relation to the un the imf the g8 and the wto this volume assess the role of various non state actors from
three perspectives theoretical aspects civil society interaction with the european union and civil society and
regional governance outside europe specifically africa east asia and the middle east it demonstrates that civil
society s role has been more complex than one defined in terms essentially of resistance and includes actual
participation in governance as well as multi facetted contributions to legitimising and democratising global
and regional governance this book will be of interest to students and scholars of political science
international relations civil society sociology european politics and global governance

Leadership and Global Governance

2002

in the freshest new international law text in 20 years christopher c joyner offers a critical assessment of
international legal rules in the early 21st century as they are applied by governments to the real world
looking at concepts and principles processes and critical problems joyner steers clear of an old time case
method approach preferring to treat issues thematically he shows the challenges of international law in
terms of peace security human rights the environment and economic justice particular features of the book
include engaging vignettes clearly defined key terms and special coverage of emerging topics including
common spaces international criminal law rules norms and regimes and trade relations and commercial
exchange through it all joyner maintains an intent focus on the role of the individual in the evolving
international legal order

State, Sovereignty, and International Governance

2015-09-24

The European Union in International Organisations and Global
Governance

2014-06-19

Corporate Governance and Initial Public Offerings

2010-11-23
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Civil Society and International Governance

2005

International Law in the 21st Century
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